Years after GKS MRI showed a large cyst with an enhanced nodule in the right frontal lobe. C Both the cyst and the enhanced nodule were removed surgically.
Histopathological examination of the enhanced nodule revealed an occluded nidus. The rate of bleeding free survival estimated by the natural history of 2,026 cases referred for gamma knife radiosurugery to 6 Japanese institutes during the life expectancy period 51 years is 66.8 , whereas 33.2 experienced bleeding. If the AVM r uptures, the rates of full recovery, impairment and death were reported to be 44 , 27 and 29 , respectively. The standard utility is set at 100 for healthy, 75 for impaired and 0 for dead. Considering the time preference 5 per year , the corrected standard utilities are estimated to be 82 for impaired and 26 for dead in age of 30. For each expected event, the multiplication is carried out, where the multiplicand is the expected standard utility and the multiplier is the probability. The sum of these products is the expected utility. According to this calculation, the expected utility in patients with asymptomatic unruptured arteriovenous malformation at the age of 30 is 91.0. Fig. 9 shows the curve for cumulative delayed radiation injury rates. The delayed radiation injury rate was estimated to be about 10 at 10 years, based on our retrospective review of 321 cerebral arteriovenous malformation cases.
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DRI delayed radiation injury GKS gamma knife radiosurgery 11.8 13 15y Cumulative DRI rate Fig. 11 Expected utility in unruptured AVM according to age Fig. 11 demonstrates expected utilities in unruptured AVM. These data suggest the best treatment before age of 60 to be surgery, while observation is better in those over 60. If surgical risk appears to be higher than that of stereotactic radiosurgery SRS , SRS should be considered in patients under age 50.
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